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Abstract: Multiplier is one of the essential element for microprocessors, digital signal processors etc. In this paper, we designed and 
implemented a new high speed 8 bit signed multiplier. This paper presents an efficient implementation of high speed multiplier using the 
shift and adds method, using Booth algorithm. This proposed architecture is implemented by using the radix-4 booth recoding process. 
The proposed multiplier reduces the partial product array by almost 1/2th the size of the bits. This reduction in partial product increases 
the speed of the multiplier. The proposed multiplier is compared with the former method of multipliers, it demonstrated that it is more 
efficient in the term of delay and area .The proposed multiplier is designed and implemented using Verilog HDL in XILINX 9.2 version. 
The result of conventional multiplier is compared with proposed multiplier. Experimental results demonstrate that the proposed 
multiplier has 26.13% faster than conventional signed multiplier and size also reduces 33%. The proposed method can be extended to 
any higher radix encodings, as well as to any size square and rectangular multipliers. 
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1. Introduction 
  
Multiplier is one of the basic hardware block used for many 
digital and high performance systems such as FIR filters, 
digital signal processors and microprocessors etc. Many high 
speed low power multiplication algorithms and architectures 
have been proposed. Advances in technology have permitted 
many researchers to design multipliers which offer both 
high-speed and regularity of layout, thereby making them 
suitable for VLSI implementation. Digital signal processing 
requires efficient multiplication operations with the highest 
possible speed without compromising the power budget. In 
general, basic multiplication algorithm can be divided into 
three following steps.1) partial product (pp) generation, 2) 
partial product reduction and 3) final carry propagated 
addition [1-2]. In the first step, a set of partial product rows 
is generated where each one is the result of the product of 
one bit of the multiplier by multiplicand. For example, if we 
consider the multiplication X x Y with both X and Y on n 
bits and of the form xn_1 . . . x0 and yn_1 . . . y0, then the 
ith row is, in general, a proper left shifting of yi x X, i.e., 
either a string of all zeros when yi = 0, or the multiplicand X 
itself when yi = 1. In this case, the number of PP rows 
generated during the first phase is clearly n [1-4]. Recoding 
of binary numbers was first hinted at by Booth [5] four 
decades ago. MacSorley [6] proposed a modification of 
Booth’s algorithm a decade after. Modified booth encoding 
(MBE) [6] is a technique that has been introduced to reduce 
the no of pp rows with a maximum height of [n/2] +1 rows. 
More specifically, Two’s complement multiplier [7] using 
radix-4 MBE generates a pp array with a maximum height of 
[n/2] rows without any increase of delay, each row of the pp 
array follows the one of the following possible values: all 
zeros, +X, +2X [8].This pp reduction may increases the 
speed of the multiplier. During pp reduction phase, all pp 
rows are reduced by using compression tree [9-10].Since the 
intermediate addition values is not important, the outcome of 
this phase is a result represented in redundant carry save 
form, i.e., as two rows, which allows for much faster 

implementations. The final (carry-propagated) addition has 
the task of adding these two rows and of presenting the final 
result in a non-redundant form, i.e., as a single row. In this 
work, we introduce an idea to reduce the pp array with a 
maximum height of [n/3] rows by using radix-8 booth 
recoding process. A similar study aimed at the reduction of 
the maximum height to [n/3] but using a different approach 
has recently presented interesting results in [11]. Thus, in the 
following, we will evaluate and compare the proposed 
approach with the technique in [7].  
 
This paper is structured as follows. Sections II describe 
HPM signed multiplier and Section III describe new signed 
multiplier. Section IV Summarize the result analyse. Finally 
section V describe about conclusion of new signed 
multiplier and section VI future scope. Throughout the 
paper, it is assumed that the number of bits in the multiplier 
and multiplicand is equal. 
 
2.  HPM Signed Multiplier 
 
The multiplication process begins with the generation of all 
partial products in parallel using an array of AND gates .The 
next major steps in the design process are partitioning of the 
partial products and their reduction process. Each of these 
steps is elaborated in the following subsections. 
 
2.1 Partitioning the Partial Products 
 
It is consider two �-bit (8-bit) operands of Baugh-Wooley 
multiplier partial products which form a matrix of � rows 
and 2� columns .Initially for the partial product delay in the 
PPST. Therefore, in this work, it split up the PPST into two 
parts as shown in the Figure 1(c), in which both parts share 
equal number of columns. That is, part0 consists of � 
columns of Baugh-Wooley multiplication, it assign an 
integer as shown in Figure 1(a); for example, p00 is given an 
index 0, p10 an index 1, and so on. For convenience, it 
rearrange the partial products as shown in Figure 1(b).The 
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two longest columns in the middle of the partial products 
contribute to the maximum and part1 also consists of � 
columns then proceed to sum up each column of the two 
parts in parallel. 
 

 
 
 

 
( c) 

 
Figure 1: Partitioning the partial products: (a) partial-

product array diagram for 8 multiplier, (b) an alternative 
representation, and (c) partitioned structure of multiplier 

showing part0 and part1 
 
 
 
The two parallel structures based on the HPM method are 
shown in Figure 2, where HA, FA, p0, p1, and p denote half 
adder ((2,2) counter)), full adder ((3,2) counter), partial final 
product frompart0, partial final product from part1, and final 
product, respectively .The numerals residing on the HA and 
FA indicate the position of partial products .The outputs of 
part0 and part1 are computed independently in parallel, and 
those values are added using a high-speed hybrid final adder 
to get the final product. However, before we proceed to 
carry out the final addition with the proposed hybrid adder, 
it first carry out the final addition with the faster adder of 
CLA for both the unpartitioned W, D, H Baugh-Wooley 
multiplier and the partitioned W, D, H Baugh-Wooley 

multiplier and analyze the effect of partitioning the PPST 
into two parts. In this it is clear that it give improvement and 
overhead in delay, area, and power of the partitioned 
multipliers with respect to the unpartitioned multiplier. It 
can be seen that there is 4.3%improvement in the speed for 
16-b and 11.2% for 64-b size.The speed limitation in lower 
bit size multipliers is due to the greater difference between 
input arrival profile to the final CPA from part0 and part1. 
But with the increase in the word size, this difference 
becomes lesser and the improvement in the speed of the 
partitioned multipliers increases. There is maximum of 11%, 
8%, and 6% speed improvement for 64-b W, D, H Baugh-
Wooley multipliers with 1% area overhead. Having clearly 
demonstrated the reduction in the delay of the multipliers 
due to the partitioning of the partial products, we now 
proceed to further enhance the speed of the proposed 
multiplier. There is maximum of 6% to 7% power overhead 
in W, D, H based Baugh- Wooley multiplier, and this is due 
to the use of CLA as CPA in each part. But this power 
overhead is interestingly reduced by proposed hybrid CPA 
which is elaborated in the next section. 

 
 

 
Figure 2: The HPM-based implementation: (a) 

implementation of part0; (b) implementation of part1. 
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Figure 3: Hybrid final adder of 8-b multiplier 

 
In this work it uses BEC logic for fast summation of uneven 
input arrival time of the signals originating from the PPST. 
The BEC adder provides faster performance than carry save 
adder (CSA) and it consumes less area, low power than the 
carry select adder (CSLA) [14, 15]. The HPM signed 
multiplier is outperformed all other previous design in term 
of delay and area. The HPM signed multiplier also has some 
limitation because it has more partial product by which it 
increases the propagation delay and area. 
 
3. Proposed New Signed Multiplier  
 
We have seen in HPM signed multiplier that it has many 
partial product which is divided into two parts which 
increases the size of multiplier and reduces the speed. To 
reduce this limitation we proposed a new architecture of 
signed multiplier. The basic architecture design of proposed 
signed multiplier is given in fig 4. The basic idea of new 
signed multiplier is based on radix 4 booth algorithm.  
 
From the architecture design of proposed signed multiplier it 
is clear that we have a multiplicand A and a multiplier B of 
8 bit on which we apply booth algorithm. 
Now we are going to describe the architecture design of 
proposed signed multiplier. 
 
2’s complement: In this block the multiplicand A first 
perform the operation of 2’s complement. 2’s complement is 
a mathematical operation on binary number as well as 
signed number representation based on this operation. It is 
the operation in which first we perform 1’s complement 
operation which says that invert all the binary bits means 1 
to 0 and 0 to1 and then add 1 then the resultant is known as 
2’s complement. 
 
bit grouping sequencer: In this operation we add 0 at the 
right LSB of multiplier and then grouping them in a 
sequence, here its grouping is done on 3 bits and the last bit 
of these three bit also includes in the next grouping of 3 bit , 
By which we Find vector of three bits of multiplier ({ Bn+1, 
Bn, Bn-1}. 

 
Encoder and Extender: 
In this block we have to do two important works which are 
encoded and extend the bits. So for the encoding we uses 
following table 1.  
 

 
Figure 4: Proposed signed multiplier 

 
Table 1: Radix 4 Encoding Table 

Multiplier bit 
(Bn+1) 

Multiplier 
bit (Bn) 

Multiplier 
bit (Bn-1) 

Encoded 
bits (z) 

0 0 0 0*A 
0 0 1 1*A 
0 1 0 1*A 
0 1 1 2*A 
1 0 0 -2*A 
1 0 1 -1*A 
1 1 0 -1*A 
1 1 1 0*A 

 
By using that 3 bit vector and given table we find encoded 
bits z. From an operational point of view, multiply by zero 
means the multiplicand (A) is multiplied by “0”.Multiply by 
“1” means the product still remains the same as the 
multiplicand value. Multiply by “-1” means that two’s 
complement of the multiplicand value. Multiply by “2” 
means just left shift. The multiplicand by one place Multiply 
by “-2” is to shift left one bit the two’s complement of the 
multiplicand value. So performing these operation we can 
encoded these bits. Bits which is produces from this 
operation is known as partial product. 

  
 

Extender: In the extender operation we have to extend that 
last bit to 15 bits by it reduces the complexity during the 
operation.. 
 
Adder: In digital electronics adder is a digital circuit that 
performs addition of numbers, these can be classified in bit 
adder or multi bit adders. So from architecture design of 
booth algorithm it is clear that the partial product which is 
generate after the multiply of bits get add by using adder so 
from it is clear that the output of this adder is the output of 
new signed multiplier. 

 
After completing the whole operation we have observe that 
it has very less partial product so it reduces the size of 
signed multiplier and increases the speed. In comparison to 
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previous signed multiplier the speed of proposed signed 
multiplier is more and its area is also decreases. The overall 
improved performance is elaborated in result summary. 

 
4. Result and Comparison  
 
In this paper we evaluate the performance of base paper 
HPM multiplier and proposed signed multiplier and 
implemented them. We synthesize these multiplier using 
Xilinx ISE 9.2 and use verilog as hardware description 
language. We design proposed signed multiplier by which 
we analyze that delay of 8 bit proposed signed multiplier as 
comparison to the delay of 8 bit HPM multiplier is less and 
the size is also reduce in proposed signed multiplier. As we 
can see that the partial product in HPM multiplier is more 
and proposed signed multiplier have less partial product 
which results , speed is increased by 26.13% because we 
have very less partial product in comparison to the HPM 
multiplier and is also gave area efficient result by reduces 
the size of proposed sign multiplier by 33% . So it is clear 
from here that proposed signed multiplier is given area 
efficient and faster result. The technology schematic of 
proposed multiplier is shown in figure 6 and the simulation 
waveform is also shown in figure 5. 

 
Figure 5: Simulation of proposed multiplier 

 

 
Figure 6: RTL diagram of proposed signed multiplier 

 
Table 

Comparison Table 
Serial No. Multipliers No. of slice Delay 

1 HPM Signed Multiplier 127 10.708 ns 
2 Radix 4 signed Multiplier 84 7.909 ns 

From above comparison table it is clear that speed is 
increased by 26.13% and area reduced by 33%. 
 
5. Conclusion 
 
We have successfully achieved faster and size efficient 
multiplier by using radix 4 booth multiplier with increasing 
the speed and reducing the area. The proposed 64 bit signed 
multiplier have delay lower as comparison to the previous 
HPM signed multiplier and there it is area efficient. We have 
good reasons to believe that size greater than or equal to 
64bit , significant speeds and area can be achieved. Also 
proved that the proposed techniques improve the 
performance of signed multiplier. . 
 
6. Future Scope 
 
In future we can use 16 radix booth algorithm for signed 
multiplier in which the size will reduce and delay will 
reduce. In 4 radix booth algorithm if size reduces 33% then 
if we use 16 radix booth algorithm then size will reduce 
approx 50% and delay will reduce. So it is clear from here 
that it will give very efficient result in size and speed. In this 
paper we have shown signed multiplier of 8 bit which is 
more efficient than previous one but in my paper I will work 
on radix 8 signed multiplier of 64 bit which is also efficient 
than HPM signed multiplier.  
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